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THE BLASPHEMY OF PAVEL
Pavel, the 18th Lord of Abalore lived over
three hundred years ago. He was something
of a living legend in his day. While his father
was still the reigning Lord of Abalore, Pavel
devoted his life to a Lawful Good deity and
set out on adventures for the glory of his
noble family and their loyalty to the Good
Cause. After Pavel’s father died, Pavel
became the new Lord and retired from
adventuring. In the large mountain on
which the family estate resided, he built a
huge temple from the wealth he had
accumulated from both adventuring and his
father’s will.
The Abalore Temple was a place for pilgrims
to come and worship before a gorgeous idol
that used to stand in Room 2 where the
throne of Pavel now resides. In those days
only Areas A and B existed. The rooms in
Area B were places for pilgrims to rest after
paying obeisance to the Lawful Good deity.
Times were good for Pavel and his reputation for Good spread far and wide. He decided to expand
the temple. Workers discovered a cavity in the mountain and it was incorporated into the
worship. Devotees would enter the temple and pay a tithe into the well in Room 2.
Unbeknownst to the pilgrims, the well was really a tunnel that led to the Rift of Prayers (Cavern
15). Having paid their tithe, the pilgrim was then allowed to descend the stairs from Room 1 into
the waiting area. A priest would then lead them to the Bridge of Atonement where the devotee
would cry out prayers into the chasm in an effort to receive forgiveness of sins. Acolytes of the
temple were employed to make certain noises from the tunnel on the South end of the chasm to
bolster faith. Pilgrims were then given the chance to purchase a holy symbol made in the forge
in Area D. This provided additional income for the upkeep of the temple and the relics were,
honestly, quite well made for a small operation.
Pavel decided to expand the temple and create a new worship area that would be even more
awe-inspiring than the first one. That’s when he discovered a tunnel that descended deep into
the earth.
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Pavel unexpectedly announced the closing of the temple to the local town and had the entrance
destroyed. He then went into seclusion and was never heard from again. Furtive, dark servants
of Abalore Castle high atop the mountain are seen coming and going at random times to buy
provisions, but little else comes or goes from the area.
In reality, Pavel was deceived by a Chain Devil named Chagûl. He subverted Pavel and the
members of the church and created a secret society to honor and worship himself. Pavel was
cursed and transformed into a Death Knight, an Anti-Paladin who now serves Chagûl under the
name of Lord Death Knight of Abalore. The society is called The Rights of Abalore and the Temple
of Chagûl still operates similarly to how it used to in ages past. But now, the main worship area
(Room 31) is used for hideous and gruesome rituals.
There are two paths of initiation into the inner knowledge of The Rights of Abalore. Pavel serves
as the Lord of Rights. He interviews initiates and determines their level of commitment to the
order. Many secret signs, gestures, and catechisms are taught to potential initiates until they are
completely immersed in the cult’s lore.
There are two paths of initiation after learning the proper signs and rituals. The first is to take up
residence in the temple in Area B as an Initiated Squire and join The Knights of Abalore. These
knights serve the temple as guards and as keepers of various beasts. Their ultimate goal is to
ascend to Chain Knight at which point they will directly serve Chagûl as one of his personal
warriors. The other path of the initiated is called an Initiated Patron. These people serve the
temple out in the world by recruiting new devotees and finding the right victims to sacrifice to
Chagûl. He can be very specific in his victims that he wants to torment. The goal of the Initiated
Patron is to ascend to what’s dubbed a Link Forger. They strengthen the cult by whatever service
they can provide.

RUNNING AS A ONE SHOT USING D&D 5e
It’s easy to run this adventure with just the core books:
•

The Player’s Handbook, 5e

•

The Dungeon Master’s Guide, 5e

•

The Monster Manual, 5e

The easiest way to grab some characters and jump right in is to use pregenerated characters
from the WotC website. Try different levels depending on your group size, but 3rd or 4th level
characters would work fine.
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All the monsters and cultists can be found in the Monster Manual (MM). All the magic items will
be given for both systems.
http://dnd.wizards.com/articles/features/character_sheets

RUNNING AS A ONE SHOT USING SAVAGE
WORLDS FANTASY COMPANION (SWFC)
All you’ll need for this version is:
•

Savage Worlds Deluxe Explorer’s Edition

•

Savage Worlds Fantasy Companion

There are ready-to-use character templates in the Savage Worlds Fantasy Companion (SWFC)
and all of the monsters and cultists can be found in the SWFC or are listed below. All the magic
items will be given for both systems.

RUNNING AS A ONE SHOT USING SAVAGE
WORLDS 30’s/40’s PULP FEEL
I thought it would be fun to take Indiana Jones, Lara Croft, Doc Savage, and The Phantom through
the module. Even though they come from different time periods, I’m being liberal on their
existence in a 30’s/40’s setting that would be contemporary with a feel similar to Raiders of the
Lost Ark. In this version, the magic items can be used by any of the characters. This allows these
pulp heroes to use the artifacts for their own magical abilities. Some of the cultist guards could
be using guns as well, but the supernatural element should be preserved so that the adventure
still feels dungeon crawly.

ENCOUNTERS AND TREASURE
The following is a list of the creatures that will be encountered in the dungeon and where their
stats can be found in both D&D and SW.
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Name in Module

D&D

SW

Initiated Squire

Guard, MM pg 347

Common Mercenary, SWFC pg 134

Knight of Abalore

Veteran, MM pg 350

Veteran Mercenary, SWFC pg 135

Chain Knight

Knight, MM pg 347

Unholy Knight, SWFC pg 130

Lord Pavel*

Death Knight, MM pg 47

Black Knight, SWFC pg 109

Link Forger

Cult Fanatic, MM pg 345

Priest of Death, SWFC pg 142

Archmage

Archmage, MM pg 342

Archmage, SWFC pg 132

Nightmare

Nightmare, MM pg 235

Nightmare, SWFC pg 139

Imp

Imp, MM pg 76

Imp, SWFC pg 111

Fire Elemental

Fire Elemental, MM pg 125

Fire Elemental, SWFC pg 116

Hellhound

Hellhound, MM pg 182

Hellhound, SWFC pg 126

Chagûl

Chain Devil, MM pg 72

Chain Devil, see below

* Lord Pavel wields a magical sword that is a named sword (DM/GM’s discretion). In D&D it is
called “Nine Lives Stealer” (see DMG, page 183). For SW it is called “Souldrinker” (see SWFC, page
99).
Treasure can be handled in a couple of different ways. It can be randomly rolled or keyed into
the dungeon beforehand. The places where treasure is definitely hidden are rooms 5, 11, 18, and
28. The following list of magic items are counterparts of each other and can be placed as the
DM/GM sees fit.
D&D

SW

Cloak of Displacement, DMG pg 158

Cloak of Shadows, SWFC pg 66

Slippers of Spider Climb, DMG pg 200

Spider Boots, SWFC pg 77

Wand of Lightning Bolts, DMG pg 211

Wand of Lightning, SWFC pg 87

Brooch of Shielding, DMG pg 156

Brooch of Resistance, SWFC pg 64
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Eyes of the Eagle, DMG pg 168

Goggles of the Eagle, SWFC pg 72

For random treasure rolling see SWFC, page 48 and DMG, pages 133 & 137.

NOTES ON SEARCHING
Many module keys become a running list of Difficulty Classes for doing all manner of things. I’m
not going to do that. Instead, I’ll just go over the basics of such things in both systems and allow
the DM/GM the flexibility to adapt the difficulty to the situation. Besides searching for traps,
secret doors, and clues to the general situations the characters encounter, you may want to get
more creative and have some of the secret doors operate based on puzzles that the characters
must solve. This is especially true if you run the pulp version with Lara and Indy.
D&D Difficulty Class Reference
Difficulty (DC)
Very Easy (0)
Easy (5)
Average (10)
Tough (15)
Challenging (20)
Formidable (25)
Heroic (30)
Nearly Impossible
(40)

Example (Skill Used)
Notice something large in plain sight (Spot)
Climb a knotted rope (Climb)
Hear an approaching guard (Listen)
Rig a wagon wheel to fall off (Disable Device)
Swim in stormy water (Swim)
Open an average lock (Open Lock)
Leap across a 30-foot chasm (Jump)
Track a squad of Orcs across hard ground after 24 hours of rainfall
(Survival)

SW Trait Roll Modifiers for Difficulty
Modifiers: Circumstances modify the die roll, such as shooting at something at long range or
finding a well-hidden clue. Some things, such as ranged attacks, have standard modifiers. It’s up
to the GM to determine any modifiers for more subjective tasks, such as spotting an ambush or
eavesdropping on a conversation through a door.
In general, an easy task, such as finding tracks in the mud, is made at +2. A difficult task, such as
finding tracks by torchlight, is made at –2. A very difficult task, such as finding tracks in a
rainstorm, is made at –4.
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BEGINNING OF ADVENTURE
The adventure party is hired to snuff out the home base of a secret cult. In the traditional Fantasy
setting this set up could be a job funded by a noble family or a group dedicated to Lawful Good.
The party is introduced to a NPC that is an eccentric conspiracy theorist who gives the party parts
and pieces of the backstory, current story, and location of the temple as laid out in the intro
above. Don’t give the players all of the information, though. Bits and pieces of the story should
be enough to spark their interest in taking on the job.
In the pulp 30’s/40’s version, the set up can be about the same. The group of heroes is hired to
infiltrate and destroy the base of operations of the evil cult.

AREA A - ENTRANCE
1. APPROACH AND ENTRANCE: The entrance appears to be completely blocked but there is
a carefully constructed tunnel that leads through the rubble. It isn’t necessary to roll to
discover the tunnel as failure would effectively end the adventure before it begins. Upon
entering Room 1 the heroes are confronted by 3 Knights of Abalore Wardens who only
allow entrance to cultists who know the appropriate signs and countersigns of the cult.
At the first opportunity, one of the Wardens will rush into Room 2 to alert the Lord Death
Knight of Abalore.
2. LORD DEATH KNIGHT’S AUDIENCE CHAMBER: This was the original worship sanctuary
during the days when a Lawful Good deity was worshipped here. Now, the shrine upon
the balcony has been converted into a throne on which the Lord Death Knight interviews
devotees seeking entrance to the temple. The ceiling of the room is vaulted and the room
has an awe-inspiring aspect to it. Pavel is currently upon his thrown and will attack
immediately as he taunts and mocks the party. There are also 2 additional Knights of
Abalore in this room that augment the first 3 in Room 1. A lever beside the portcullis of
Room 3 needs to be pulled to open the Nightmare Stable. It takes one Action to perform
this task, but the closest enemy will attempt to open it.
3. NIGHTMARE STABLE: This is Pavel’s steed. Once released, the DM/GM can either have the
Nightmare attack separately, or have Pavel mount it.
4. RECEIVING CHAMBER: This room contains ornate chairs and a table for receiving
important guests. Many guests bring offerings to the temple and many bring offerings to
Pavel and the other high ranking members of the cult. These items are secretly placed in
Room 5 until they can be relocated to Room 28. This would be a good place to insert a
puzzle for the characters to solve to gain entrance to Room 5.
5. OFFERINGS HOLDING ROOM: Equip this room with treasure and maybe a trap.
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AREA B – QUARTERS & RIFT
6. KNIGHT’S ANTE CHAMBER: This room serves as a guarded area that leads to the living
quarters of the Squires and Knights. Two Knights of Abalore Wardens are guarding the
area.
7. HELLHOUND KEEPERS QUARTERS: A Knight of Abalore Keeper and 4 Hellhounds are in this
room.
8. KNIGHT’S COMMON HALL: This room is used as a common area for eating, drinking, and
socializing. Currently there is 1 Chain Knight, 2 Knights of Abalore, and 4 Initiated Squires
in the room at various tables.
9. CHAIN KNIGHT QUARTERS: This room is the dormitory room for 4 Chain Knights who serve
as Captains of the other Knights and Squires. Only 1 is currently in the room.
10. KNIGHTS OF ABALORE QUARTERS: This is the dormitory for the Knights of Abalore ranked
soldiers. Currently there are 4 Knights of Abalore in the room.
11. KNIGHT’S TREASURE ROOM AND ARMORY: This room contains valuables, weapons, and
armor as outfitted at the DM/GM’s discretion.
12. INITIATED SQUIRES QUARTERS: This is the dormitory for the Squires. Currently there are
7 Initiated Squires in this room.
13. SUPPLICANT’S WAITING AREA: After devotees are interviewed by the Lord Death Knight
and the right signs and symbols are passed, they are taken to this chamber to await their
opportunity to visit the Rift of Wails. Currently, the room is empty.
14. RITUAL CHAMBER: This large room is decorated with tapestries and murals that depict
the signs and symbols of the cult. Devotees are brought into this room to undergo certain
rituals before they are allowed to approach the bridge in 15. There are 2 Link Forgers here
who act as priests that lead the rituals.
15. RIFT OF WAILS: Supplicants show their devotion to the cult by self-immolation upon the
bridge where their wails echo through the chasm. This is done with chains with razors
attached to them. There is no one upon the bridge, but there are 2 Knights of Abalore
Archers in the murder hole in the south end of the chasm. Additionally, there are two
levers in the murder hole that, when activated, pull cables that release pins from either
side of the bridge causing it to collapse. The archers can decide to collapse the bridge
from either side.
16. MONEY EXCHANGE WAITING ROOM: Once the supplicant has achieved the next level of
admission into the cult, they come to this area to pay money to the temple in return for
the investiture of relics of the cult. The relics are forged in Area D and take the form of
ingots, rings, and chain brooches that are worn during certain rituals. The room currently
has 2 Knights of Abalore Wardens standing guard at the doors.
17. MONEY EXCHANGE ROOM: A Chain Knight is sitting behind a desk counting money.
18. MONEY HOLDINGS: This chamber acts as a safe for holding money received from cultists
in Room 17.
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AREA D – FORGE
19. BLACKSMITH’S CHAMBERS: This room serves as the resting place for the Master Smith
and his Apprentice. It is currently empty.
20. FORGE: This is where the religious items that are sold in Room 17 are forged. A Master
Smith and an Apprentice are currently working here. Both are non-combatants and will
beg for their lives.
21. EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES: This room is used to hold the Blacksmith’s supplies,
equipment, and raw metals.

AREA C – ARCHMAGE
22. LIBRARY/WAITING AREA: This lavishly adorned study holds numerous books and
furniture. Distinguished Visitors are entertained in this room. There are 2 Knights of
Abalore Wardens here.
23. LABORATORY: The High Priest of Chagûl is an Archmage named Raspus and this room is
his laboratory. The room is adorned with all of the tropes of an evil sorcerer’s lab. He isn’t
in the room at the moment.
24. GUEST CHAMBERS: When high ranking members of the cult attend the temple, they are
given this room to stay in. It is lavishly decorated but currently empty.
25. GUARD POST: Whenever someone enters this area without speaking the password, The
Lord Death Knight Pavel has a Fire Elemental appear and attack them.
26. THE LORD DEATH KNIGHT’S ANTECHAMBER: This room is ornately decorated with chairs
and couches but is currently empty.
27. THE LORD DEATH KNIGHTS CHAMBERS: This is Pavel’s personal chambers.
28. TREASURE VAULT: This room contains the largest portion of treasure in the dungeon.
29. HIGH PRIEST’S ANTECHAMBER: This room is similar to Room 26. When the heroes enter
this room an Imp will appear and engage in banter with the party before it disappears
into Room 30 to alert Raspus.
30. HIGH PRIEST’S CHAMBERS: The Archmage Raspus and his Imp familiar are here and they
immediately attack the party.

AREA E – SACRIFICIAL RITUAL CHAMBER
31. SACRIFICIAL RITUAL CHAMBER: This room is used for the highest ranks, the ones privy to
the innermost secrets of the order. This ritual entails summoning strange creatures from
the tunnels that lead to the Underdark. A sacrifice is singled out by the cult and the Link
Forgers find the victim and abduct them. They are brought back and sacrificed in The
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Ritual of the Chain Bonding. Occasionally, Chagûl will grace his subjects with a visit. When
he does, he torments the victim by changing his face into any person that could
Psychologically torment the victim and mocking them relentlessly about their deepest,
darkest secrets. While this is happening he slowly flays the person with precision strikes
from his and other strategically placed chains. Spectators to this are blessed with having
to watch from the balcony. By the time the Party has fought their way to this part of the
dungeon, the 2 Link Forgers and 2 Chain Knights who are in this room have called forth
Chagûl.
32. HOLDING ROOM: When a creature from the Underdark is called forth for The Ritual of the
Chain Bonding, they are lured here and fed before being further lured into the tunnel
between 31 and 32 and starved.
33. VICTIM FEAR CHAMBER: A victim is held in the passage where the secret door is
concealed. They are forced to watch the arrival of the creature that will devour them as
it ascends from the Underdark. The DM/GM can create an appropriate NPC that is
currently being held here.

FINAL COMMENTS
What about the passage descending into the Underdark? Or, even more rife with possibilities for
a sequal, is the question of whatever happened to Abalore Castle atop the mountain? If you liked
this dungeon that was randomly thrown together and think it would be cool to run or even to
add on to, please do it and share the results with me!
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BESTIARY
[WC] Chain Devil - Chagûl
Devils are extradimensional beings whose sole purpose is the corruption and destruction of
human souls. Devils are cool, calculating, manipulative, and are more inclined to trick humans
into corrupting themselves or each other. Chagûl, even though he is a Lesser Devil, has
established a powerful foothold on the Material Plain by subverting Pavel Abalore and the temple
he erected centuries ago. He appears shrouded in long chains that he commands at will to attack
and sprout razors and hooks. He can also transform his face to appear as various people that he
deems are close to his victims, such as deceased loved ones or enemies, in order to further
torment them.
Attributes: Agility d8, Smarts d10, Spirit d12, Strength d8, Vigor d10
Skills: Fighting d10, Intimidation d12, Knowledge (torture) d12, Notice d8, Persuasion d12
Charisma: +2, Pace: 6; Parry: 6; Toughness: 9 (2)
Edges
• Command/Command Presence/Inspire: All
followers of Chagûl within 10” radius receive +2
to recover from being Shaken.
• Fervor: All followers of Chagûl within 10” radius
receive +1 to Fighting.
• Improved Level Headed: Draw 3 Action Cards.
• Two-Fisted: Two attacks per round when using
Chain ability with no off-hand penalty. Chains
can target two separate targets.
Gear
• Armor +2: Shroud of chains.
Special Abilities
• Chains: Chagûl can summon and control
hooked chains, seemingly from nowhere. Treat
this as the Telekinesis power, summoned with
a Spirit roll. They can be used to attack as well;
use Chagûl’s Spirit in place of Fighting, and the chains do d12+d6 damage. He can take no
other actions and can only move at half Pace while controlling the chains.
• Fear: Anyone first encountering Chagûl must make a Fear roll at -2.
• Fearless: Devils are immune to Fear and Intimidation, except from the Dukes of Hell or
Asmodeus.
• Immunity: Devils are immune to poison and disease.
• Pleasure in Pain: Chagûl does not suffer from Wound penalties; instead, while wounded
he takes a +1 bonus to all his Trait rolls.
• Unholy: Chsgûl cannot set foot on sanctified ground unless summoned there; if
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•
•

•
•
•

summoned, he can remain in the presence of his summoner indefinitely, however.
Unnatural Resistance: Half-damage from non-magical attacks except for their
Weakness.
Unnerving Mask: Chagûl can transform his face to appear as anyone he deems
worthwhile to further his torment on a victim. This is done as a Trick where Chagûl uses
his Persuasion opposed by the opponent’s Smarts.
Unwavering: Devils get +2 to recover from being Shaken.
Weakness (Cold Iron): Devils are vulnerable to weapons and ammo forged Cold Iron.
Weakness (Holy Symbol): Devils suffer a –2 penalty to Fighting attacks against anyone
brandishing a holy symbol.
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PULP STYLE HEROES
[WC] Lara Croft
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lara_Croft
Designed based on Lara from Donavan Bailey of Savage Everything!
http://savageit.blogspot.com
Rank: Heroic
Attributes: Agility d8, Smarts d8, Spirit d6, Strength d6, Vigor d8
Skills: Climbing d8, Fighting d8, Healing d4, Investigation d10, Knowledge (Ancient History) d8,
Notice d8, Persuasion d4, Repair d6, Shooting d10, Survival d6, Swimming d6, Throwing d6,
Tracking d4
Charisma: +2, Pace: 6; Parry: 7; Toughness: 6
Hindrances: Curious, Heroic, Loyal
Edges
• Acrobat: +2 to Agility rolls when performing acrobatic maneuvers including Tricks; +1
Parry
• Attractive: Charisma +2
• Counterattack: Free Fighting attack at -2 once per round when a foe fails a Fighting
attack
• Dodge: -1 to be hit by Ranged attacks
• Extraction: Ignore one foe’s free attack when withdrawing from melee with an Agility
roll
• Level Headed: Receive two Action Cards and act on best
• Luck: +1 Benny per session
• Marksman: +2 Shooting when not moving
• McGyver: May improvise temporary gadgets
Gear
• Browning HP 9mm Pistol: (Range: 12/24/48; Damage 2d6; RoF: 1; Shots: 13; AP: 1;
Semi-Auto)
• Bow: (Range: 12/24/48; Damage: 2d6; RoF: 1)
• Climbing Axe: (Damage: Str+d6; Climbing +2; Improvised Weapon)
• Goggles of Revealing: These blue-tinted goggles are highly-favored by tomb raiders for
their power to detect supernatural persons, objects, or effects within sight. This includes
invisible foes, enchantments on people, magical wards or items, and so on.
• Necklace of Ears: This necklace is made from various ornamental stones shaped to
resemble ears and threaded on a silver chain. The wearer gains a +2 to her Notice roll
when listening.
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• Quiver: 24 arrows
• Torch: w/Lighter
• Rope: (20') with climbing harness and Ascender
Languages: English, German, Nepali

[WC] Henry “Indiana” Jones, Jr.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indiana_Jones
Rank: Seasoned
Attributes: Agility d8, Smarts d6, Spirit d6, Strength d8, Vigor d8
Skills: Climbing d6, Fighting d10, Knowledge (Ancient History) d10, Knowledge (Arcana) d8,
Intimidation d6, Notice d6, Shooting d8, Stealth d6, Survival d6, Swimming d4
Charisma: 0; Pace: 6; Parry: 8; Toughness: 6
Hindrances: Heroic, Stubborn, Phobia (Snakes)
Edges
• Block: +1 Parry
• Combat Reflexes: +2 to recover from being Shaken
• Elan: +2 when spending a Benny on a Trait roll (including Soak rolls)
• Marksman: +2 Shooting when not moving
• Trademark Weapon (Bullwhip): +1 Fighting
Gear
•

•
•
•

•

Bullwhip: (Damage: Str+d6; Reach: 1); As Whip: If Indy scores a raise on his attack roll,
the opponent suffers -2 to Parry until their next Action in addition to Damage; As Lasso:
Indy can perform an Agility Trick using his Fighting skill, this incurs no Damage, but the
victim suffers -2 to their Parry until their next Action, a raise means the foe also falls
Prone and is Shaken.
Machete: (Damage: Str+d6)
Mastery Ring: The wearer of this diamond- encrusted gold ring uses a d10 for his Wild
Die with regard to one Trait roll (Trait roll when using Bullwhip)
Occult Encyclopedia: Bound in the skin of an unknown origin, engraved with mystical
symbols, this tome is an A–Z of all things magical. So long as the user has the book open,
he gains a bonus to his Knowledge (Arcana) rolls as the book automatically flips pages to
reach the relevant section to the user’s query.
Webley Revolver: (Range: 12/24/48; Damage: 2d6+1, RoF: 1; Shots: 6; AP: 1; Semi-Auto

Languages: English, Arabic, Spanish
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[WC] Clark “Doc” Savage, Jr.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doc_Savage
Designed based on Doc of therealtony
http://swpccc.blogspot.com/2009/03/pulp-doc-savage_12.html
Rank: Legendary
Attributes: Agility d12, Smarts d12+1, Spirit d12, Strength d12+1, Vigor d12
Skills: Boating d12, Climbing d12, Driving d12, Fighting d12, Healing d12, Intimidation d12,
Investigation d12, Knowledge d12+1 (All sciences), Lock-picking d12,
Notice d10, Persuasion d10, Piloting d10, Repair d12, Riding d10, Shooting d12, Stealth d10,
Streetwise d10, Survival d10, Swimming d12, Throwing d12, Tracking d10, Weird Science d10.
Charisma: +6, Pace: 8, Parry: 9, Toughness: 10 (14)
Hindrances: Code of Honor, Curious, Heroic, Loyal
Edges
• Ace: +2 to Boating, Driving, Piloting; may make Soak rolls for vehicles at -2
• Acrobat: +2 to Agility rolls when performing acrobatic maneuvers including Tricks; +1
Parry
• Alertness: +2 Notice
• Ambidextrous: Ignore -2 off-hand penalty
• Arcane Background (Weird Science): 2 devices (Slug Thrower and Electricity Bombs) and
15 Power Points per device.
• Very Attractive: +4 Charisma
• Block: +1 Parry
• Brawny: Toughness +1
• Charismatic: +2 Charisma
• Combat Reflexes: +2 to recover from being Shaken
• Command: +1 to troops in 5” radius to recover from being Shaken `
• Common Bond: May give Bennies to companions
• Danger Sense: Notice at -2 to detect surprise attacks/danger
• Dodge: -1 to be hit with Ranged attacks
• Fast Healer: +2 to Natural Healing rolls
• First Strike: May attack one foe who moves adjacent
• Fleet-Footed: +2 Pace; d10 running
• Gadgeteer: May “jury-rig” and device once per game session
• Investigator: +2 Investigation and Streetwise
• Jack-of-All-Trades: No -2 for unskilled Smarts-based tests
• Marksman: +2 Shooting when not moving
• McGyver: May improvise temporary gadgets
• Mr. Fix It: +2 to Repair rolls; ½ Repair time with raise
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• Natural Leader: Leader may give Bennies to troops in command
• New Power: 1 Additional device
• Power Points: +5 Power Points
• Quick: If dealt a 5 or lower Action Card, get new card
• Filthy Rich: 5x starting funds; $500k annual salary
• Scholar (All Sciences): +2 to Knowledge skills
• Improved Sweep: Attack all adjacent foes
• Strong Willed: +2 Intimidation and Taunt; +2 to resist Tests of Will
• Thief: +2 Climb, Lockpick, Stealth, or to Disarm Traps
• Tough as Nails: Toughness +1
• Two-Fisted: May attack with a weapon in each hand without multi-action penalty
Power Points: 15 per each device.
Gear
• Electricity Bombs: Weird Science gadgets that use Power of blast (Range: 5/10/20; MBT;
failed roll deviates; 2 Power Points = 2d6; 4 Power Points = either 3d6 or LBT; 6 Power
Points = 3d6 and LBT).
• Holy Water Grenade: This device fills the requirement for Doc’s Gadgeteer Edge. He has
3 bombs (Range: 5/10/20; MBT) which each function like the Power banish (each hit on
a Devil causes it to be banished; for a Wild Card Devil, each hit causes a wound unless it
has three wounds at which point it is banished). Use Throwing as Trait roll.
• Light-weight Bulletproof Union-Suit: +4 to Toughness; Doc routinely wears a lightweight bulletproof union-suit of wire mesh mail that gives protection from the neck to
just below the knees. Over this Doc wears a strange looking under-vest. The vest
contains numerous pockets that hold various gadgets and small vials of chemicals. The
pockets are nested between padding to conceal their presence.
• Lock picking tool set: + 2 to lock-picking rolls
• Silk line & rubber-coated grappling hook: 100 feet of rope can hold up to 700 pounds
• Scope: A pouch which contains a pencil-thin collapsible periscope which can be
converted into either a telescope or a microscope by switching accessory lenses. With
lenses removed it also can be used as an underwater snorkel.
• Slug Thrower: This device uses Doc’s Shooting skill for both types of rounds. Normally it
functions like a Tommy Gun (Range: 12/24/48; Damage: 2d6+1; RoF: 3; Shots: 50; AP: 1;
Auto). As Weird Science gadget the bullets are exploding rounds using the Power of bolt
(Up to 3 2d6 bolts for 1-3 Power Points, roll each bolt separately and only one Wild Die;
1 3d6 bolt for 2 Power Points).
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[WC] Kit “The Phantom” Walker
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phantom_(comics)
Rank: Veteran
Attributes: Agility d10, Smarts d6, Spirit d10, Strength d10, Vigor d10
Skills: Climb d8, Fighting d10, Intimidation d10, Knowledge (Battle) d8, Notice d8, Shooting d12,
Stealth d8, Survival d8, Taunt d6, Throwing d8,
Charisma: 0, Pace: 6, Parry: 8, Toughness: 7
Hindrances: Code of Honor, Heroic, Loyal
Edges
• Acrobat: +2 to Agility rolls when performing acrobatic maneuvers including Tricks; +1
Parry
• Brawler/Bruiser: +2 to unarmed Damage rolls; Bonus die to unarmed Damage is d8
instead of d6
• First Strike: May attack one foe who moves adjacent
• Marksman: +2 Shooting when not moving
• Martial Artist/Improved Martial Artist: Never considered unarmed; +d6 to unarmed
Damage rolls
• Quick Draw: May draw weapon as Free Action
• Rich: 3x starting funds; 150k annual salary
• Two-Fisted: May attack with a weapon in each hand without multi-action penalty
Gear
• Dagger: (Damage: Str+d4)
• M1911 (2): (Range: 12/24/48; Damage: 2d6+1; RoF: 1; Shots: 7, AP: 1, Semi-Auto)
• The Evil Mark: Ring on right hand with skull emblem; forged from silver and decorated
with a skull’s head motif, this ring projects a wave of stunning force. When activated,
place the thin end of a Cone Template in front of the character. All creatures within the
template must make a Vigor roll or be Shaken. With a raise, victims must make Vigor
rolls at –2. May use this Power 3x per day.
• The Good Mark: Ring on left hand with 4 crossed sabres emblem; The Phantom uses
this ring to mark his friends with his protection; he may give his bennies to any other
character he has marked with the ring.
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